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Introduced in as a replacement for the W range, the C-Class was the smallest model in the
marque's line-up until the W A-Class arrived in The C-Class is built at Mercedes-Benz factories
in Sindelfingen and Bremen , Germany as well as numerous satellite factories in other
countries. The first C-Class W sedan was produced on 1 June and the first second generation W
rolled off the assembly line on 18 July The third generation W was launched in while the latest
generation C-Class W came out in In October , three years into Mercedes-Benz W 's production
run, work began on a successor. In May , the first generation W C-Class was introduced as a
replacement for the The C-Class sedan was the company's entry-level model up until when
Mercedes launched the A-Class. Styling themes were carried over from the previous W series,
but the new series had a smoother and rounder design than the last generation of compact
Mercedes, with styling cues from the W E-Class short, high trunk and taller tail lights , W
S-Class front end , and R SL-Class headlights. In , development began on the W C-Class. Design
work commenced in mid, with the final design being approved in December by the executive
board. The second generation C-Class was introduced in March The sedan debuted with a range
of inline-four and V6 petrol engines and inline-four and -five diesels, later W's received the V6
diesel. The diesels now featured common rail direct fuel injection and variable geometry
turbochargers. Notably post , for the first time, the number designations were no longer
equivalent to the engine displacement, more specifically in the Mercedes C 1. Sales started on
31 March in almost all European countries. The C-Class received a facelift in for the model year
including new LED taillights, a revised dashboard and instrument cluster layout, and a revised
front fascia and headlights. The W platform continued into with the C-Class coupe. The car was
officially unveiled on 16 December European sales began in March , while the vehicle went on
sale in North America in September The W C-Class was unveiled on 23 February On 10
December , Daimler announced the production of the C-Class will be concentrated at the
Bremen plant with additional production in the United States for the domestic market. From
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Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W The Mercedes-Benz E-Class is a range of
executive cars manufactured by German automaker Mercedes-Benz in various engine and body
configurations. Produced since , the E-Class falls midrange in the Mercedes line-up, and has
been marketed worldwide across five generations. Before , the E in Mercedes-Benz
nomenclature was a suffix following a vehicle's model number which stood for Einspritzmotor
German for fuel injection engine. It began to appear in the early s, when that feature began to be
utilized broadly in the maker's product line, and not just in its upper tier luxury and sporting
models. By the launch of the facelifted W in fuel-injection was ubiquitous in Mercedes engines,
and the E was adopted as a prefix i. All generations of the E-Class have offered either
rear-wheel drive or Mercedes' 4Matic four-wheel drive system. Historically, the E-Class is
Mercedes-Benz' best-selling model, with more than 13 million sold by With the latest incarnation
of the E-Class released for the model year, all body styles share the same W platform. Due to
the E-Class's size and durability, it has filled many market segments, from personal cars to

frequently serving as taxis in European countries, as well special-purpose vehicles e. The first
modern midsize Mercedes was the W 'Ponton' of and was produced until Sharing its
engineering with the R SL of , the Ponton was a stylish sedan with a four-cylinder engine. A
larger-engined W appeared in Mercedes added tailfins to both the big S-Class and the new W
'Fintail' of In the model a Straight-6 engine appeared for the first time, and the four cylinder
engine grew in displacement. This time, the 6-cylinder models The Ws were most prevalent, with
the W line making up the bottom of the company's offerings with four â€” and five-cylinder
power. The popular W quickly became a best-seller on its launch in Especially in diesel powered
D and D also the five-cylinder D guises, the cars enhanced the company's reputation for
product quality. Over 2. The W was presented in and introduced several new standards for a
mid-size Mercedes. It was the third car to inherit the company's new design theme since the late
s, following the flagship W and compact W A new convertible internally A was also available,
making it the first mid-size Mercedes convertible. The "E-Class" name first appeared with the
facelifted W in for the model year the W was introduced in but continued with the older naming
convention until , when all Mercedes-Benz models switched to a new system, e. E instead of E.
The diesel versions continued to be the fuel economy option over the four and six-cylinder
gasoline engines, and the gasoline V8 engines available after increased gasoline power outputs
further. Four-cylinder gasoline models were not marketed in the United States. Likewise, the 3.
For the diesel models the name change was less elegant, with the D becoming the E Diesel for
example. The W E-Class, launched in , brought the line firmly into the upper end of the mid-size
luxury market. Starting in , the E-class made major changes compared to the earlier version of
the E-class, including four large oval headlights, that gave Mercedes an updated image intended
to attract more younger buyers and women. The new E-class was 1. In September the W E-class
was facelifted. This included visual, mechanical and quality improvements over the earlier
versions. While the W sedan was replaced by the W in , the wagon version continued to be sold
until March when the S wagon replaced the S wagon. Launched in , the W E-Class was another
evolution of the previous model. The Wbased C CLS-Class sedan was introduced as a niche
model in , primarily to attract a younger demographic. The largest factory built engine in the
E-class range is the E, which had its engine size increased from 5 litres to 5. The W replaced the
W in as a model. Official photos of the W were leaked on the internet on 9 December ahead of its
Geneva Motor Show unveiling. In , the E-Class was comprehensively facelifted , featuring
significant styling changes, fuel economy improvements and updated safety features. Engine
options for the W E-Class will see a major update, thanks to the switch to inline-6 engines from
the current V6 engines, [22] along with a new generation of four-cylinder diesel engines,
codenamed OM , and existing four-cylinder petrol engines. The system uses a complex array of
motion sensors, radars and cameras to scan the road ahead, and requires the driver's hands to
be placed on the wheel at all times. In , Mercedes-Benz introduced a facelift to the W Body
styles will remain the same. The base model comes with the sporty Avantgarde Line exterior.
One of the most notable changes in the interior is the new steering wheel. It now has no
buttons, using only touch-pads for input. Another mode of input for the revolutionary MBUX
system is a touch-pad in the centre console. The programme has three phases â€” falling
asleep, sleeping, waking â€” and can enhance the performance of the driver and provide new
energy. The aim is for passengers to feel well and relaxed even during demanding or
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Gatherers used during their expedition to Isla Sorna along with two modified trailers. Their
purpose was to be able to drive and navigate throughout the island for the gatherers' purpose
of transporting equipment such as cameras and items for studying dinosaurs. Both of the
vehicles were Mercedes ML s. During a deleted scene they leave the vehicles where the trailer
scene will occur and go to find Sarah because they don't want to risk damaging the vehicles.
The evening when Ian returned from the high hide, because Nick didn't answer the phone as he
was fixing a baby T. The final time we see the vehicles is when the Rex sent the trailer over the
cliff with Ian , Nick and Sarah hanging by a rope. During an attempt to pull the trailers up the
Rex parents came back and attacked Eddie 's vehicle and kill him in the process. It rolled over
the cliff but saved the lives of his friends at the cost of his life. Each car featured 4-wheel drive,
front bull bars, a front tow cable, a winch, fog lights, rear tail light guards, custom step bars,
leather seats, and a camouflage paint. Each variant included various other small changes that
added to each vehicle's purpose. Protective bars, mounted side lights, bottom and top mounted
hang on jerry cans, grey interior, duel mounted side mirror search lights, bubble window roof,
additional round bubble top. Protective bars, extra wheel top mounted, duel grab bars on rear
sides, grey interior, duel mounted side mirror searchlights, bubble window roof, hood mounted
carrier, mounted door guard panes. In the novel The Lost World , Malcolm's team has one
modified-Ford Explorer that is solar-powered by panels on its' roof and hood. It is equipped with
three Lindstradt Air Guns , and has a computer monitor linked with the trailers systems. It was
manufactured by Thorne Field Systems. In The Lost World: Jurassic Park console game they
can be seen in the hunters' camp and in the ending. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It marked a shift at Mercedes-Benz in becoming a global
player; while it had plants outside Germany before, they merely built facsimiles of German
models. In contrast, the M-Class was conceived with the American market in mind and built at
an American factory. Despite early negative press about quality control, the M-Class became a
huge sales success in the United States. Each trim is powered by a different engine, but all of
them are equipped with full-time four wheel drive and a 7-speed automatic transmission. Some
of the standout features include:. As seen on the FuelEconomy. For all front- and side-impact
crash tests, it received a 5-Star rating, and for rollover tests it received a 4-Star rating. Some of
the safety equipment found on the M-Class includes:. Colors will vary by trim, and a full list is
available at CarsDirect. Some of the available combinations include:. The redesigned M-class
chassis name W was introduced to the public in April as a model after showing at the North
American International Auto Show in January. It is almost entirely new, with a more sporting,
aerodynamic lookâ€”the coefficient of drag is down to 0. Mercedes-Benz has also made the new
M-class larger, measuring mm longer than the first model. According to early automotive press
reports, the M-Class vehicles demonstrate vast improvements in build quality. The platform is
shared with the new R-Class and GL-Class , and is a unibody type rather than the
body-on-frame used by the last M and G-Class vehicles. It features a 6. At launch, the M-Class
was a technological 'tour de force'. It was the first SUV to feature stability control , a system
designed to detect loss of control and instantaneously intervene with selective braking to bring
the vehicle back on its intended course. This system is now hailed by safety experts, and
studies have shown stability control and systems like it are capable of reducing single vehicle
crashes by up to 30 percent. Furthermore, the M-Class boasted front and side-impact airbags
with advanced occupant detection for the front passenger seat, which, combined with
Mercedes' legendary safety structure, earned the M-Class the highest marks in insurance
industry crash tests. Initial quality was poor, and jokes about an "Alabama Mercedes" began to
make the rounds. A road test on the British programme Top Gear revealed that the presenter,
Jeremy Clarkson, could put his fingers into the gap below the rear lights and above the rear
bumper. This improved over the years, especially after a mild facelift for However, owners are
often unhappy with the car's quality - for example, the car was placed last out of cars in the Top
Gear Motoring Survey This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Mercedes benz ml silver lighting. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki.

FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. US website International website. A division of Daimler
AG. This page uses some content from Wikipedia. The original article was at Mercedes-Benz
M-Class. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. For a short time, between the years
to , the M class was also built by Magna Steyr in Graz, Austria , for the European market, until it
moved to part of the U. It is a midsized body-on-frame suv with seating for 5 or 7 with an
optional third-row seat. The M-Class was the first luxury SUV to feature stability control , a
system designed to detect loss of control and instantaneously intervene with selective braking
to bring the vehicle back on its intended course. This system is now hailed by safety experts,
and studies have shown stability control and systems like it are capable of reducing single
vehicle crashes by up to 30 percent. Furthermore, the M-Class boasted front- and side-impact
airbags with advanced occupant detection for the front passenger seat, which, combined with
Mercedes' legendary safety structure, earned the M-Class the highest marks in insurance
industry crash tests. Later, in a V8 option became available with the familiar Mercedes-Benz 4.
This improved over the years, especially after a mild facelift for However, owners are often
unhappy with the car's quality â€” for example, the car was placed last out of cars in the Top
Gear Motoring Survey Before the vehicle was launched, Mercedes-Benz allowed the producers
to use two pre-production M-Class SUVs in the film The Lost World: Jurassic Park , and used
the vehicle's appearance in the film as a way to advertise it when it was launched. Jeff
Goldblum, the star of the film, received one for free from Mercedes-Benz as a result of the tie-in.
It was almost entirely new, with a more sporting, aerodynamic lookâ€”the coefficient of drag is
down to 0. According to early automotive press reports, the M-Class vehicles demonstrate vast
improvements in quality. The W platform used for the new M-Class is shared with the new
GL-Class and is a unibody type rather than the former W body-on-frame used by the M-Class
vehicles produced from â€” New features in the M-Class include the 7G-Tronic seven-speed
automatic transmission , optional Active Curve-Illuminating Bi-Xenon headlights which "steer"
in the path of the vehicle, and an adjustable-height air suspension. The manual transmission
has been dropped. Models using Bluetec Diesel engine with urea injection were introduced in
for the model year. It features a 6. This face-lift includes new front headlights, redesigned front
and rear bumpers, new exterior mirrors, new rim choices, a larger front grille, restyled interior,
and a new ML CDI engine choice. For the model year the Mercedes Benz ML lineup will be
completely redesigned, final versions of the vehicle have not been released but have been
speculated for sale in Fall This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a
Wiki. ML 63 AMG. Retrieved on Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Contents 1 W â€” 2 W â€”present 2. Mid-size Luxury
SUV. Mercedes-Benz W This page uses some content from Wikipedia. The original article was at
Mercedes-Benz M-Class. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. Please check page
history for when the original article was copied to Wikia. CLC C. CLK E. W - W The
Mercedes-Benz S-Class , formerly known as Sonderklasse German for "special class",
abbreviated as "S-Klasse" , is a series of full-size luxury sedans , limousines and armored
sedans produced by the German automaker Mercedes-Benz , a division of German company
Daimler AG. The S-Class is the designation for top-of-the-line Mercedes-Benz models and was
officially introduced in with the W , and has remained in use ever since. The S-Class is the
flagship vehicle for Mercedes-Benz. The S-Class has debuted many of the company's latest
innovations, including drivetrain technologies, interior features, and safety systems such as the
first seatbelt pretensioners. In , the two-door, four-seat S-Class, designated as SEC, was
introduced, sharing the petrol V8 engines with its four-door version, W The first-ever S-Class
convertible since , internally named A, was introduced and became the one-generation model
only. The major revision to the nomenclature scheme in renamed the S-Class with the "S" prefix
that has three numbers for engine displacement in "centilitre" with no suffix for fuel type or
wheelbase length. The second revision in allows the suffixes such as d diesel , e plug-in hybrid ,
and h mild hybrid for several years before h was dropped. The W line debuted in , and is the first
lineup of " Ponton " models retroactively associated with the Mercedes-Benz S-Class. The later
W lineup, introduced in the mid-to-late s, was the last to be associated with the "Ponton" name.
The "Ponton" lineup included four- and six-cylinder models, but only the six-cylinder W and W
lines are considered part of the Mercedes-Benz S-Class chronology, as they were the most
powerful "Ponton" versions available. Mercedes Benz Fintail German : Heckflosse is an informal
nickname given to Mercedes Benz vehicles notable for the presence of tailfins. Though never
officially designated as such - Mercedes-Benz claimed they were functional and designated
them Peilstege , assisting to mark the end of the car in the rear view mirror. The Fintail series
replaced the Ponton series. The exterior was designed for the European and North American
markets. The W was a chassis code given to its top-range vehicles, including four-door sedans,
produced from to , and two-door coupes and cabriolets from to The W, was initially attributed

only to six-cylinder cars with 2. The luxury version with big-block 3-litre engines were given the
chassis code W The entry-level vehicles with four-cylinder engines were called W All three
versions W, W, and W, in both two- and four-door bodies, were built on an identical chassis. In
the SEL 6. Long-wheelbase models gained an L for "Lang", German for "long" , reflecting an
extra 10 centimetres 3. Since the advent of the W series, the Mercedes-Benz S-Class has always
included two wheelbase lengths, although not all wheelbases are sold in every country. The
more powerful SE and SEL models were classified as the W chassis, with front and rear air
suspension rather than the coil spring based W rear suspension , and available burl walnut
interior trim, automatic transmission, and power windows. The , , and 4. Production of the W
totaled , units. This was a groundbreaking sedan for Mercedes-Benz, and for the first time in the
company history, the car had an obvious, blatant and outward emphasis on safety placed above
a pure styling viewpoint. The overall design incorporated numerous safety features developed
from the "safety research vehicles" in the mid-to-late s to the very early s. These safety features
were all newly introduced passenger-car "firsts" on a production vehicle: padded door trim
around the windows, heavily padded steering wheel later to be replaced by an airbag with the
Mercedes-Benz abbreviation of SRS standing for the English-language term Supplemental
Restraint System , more comprehensive safety padding on the dashboard and around the
interior, dual asymmetric windshield wipers, headrests with a center depression to locate the
occupant's head in a more central position during a rear impact, a rain-water management
system to improve visibility consisting of deep channels on both sides of the windshield and
flowing into deeply channeled rain gutters, including similar designs on the side mirrors,
rounded body shapes along the edges, such as the tops of the front fenders, etc. The Mercedes
Benz S-Class is a classic chauffeur driven car, [8] and has frequently been used as standard by
car hire companies. It is comfortable and safe as well as elegant looking; ideal for drives across
the countryside or high class transport on a night out. The W models were large luxury sedans.
The W introduced other improved passive safety features into the vehicle design, including a
strengthened vehicle occupant shell. It was one of the first cars to be available with ABS , a
driver's airbag supplemental restraint system but not available at the vehicle's initial launch.
Also, the W was the first mass production passenger vehicle offered with a turbocharged diesel
engine. Starting in , the W was upgraded with a new fuel injection system to comply with
revised exhaust emission standards in European markets. A slight power reduction was a result
of this update, but in , a series of further engine upgrades restored original performance levels
under the new fuel injection systems. Between and , Special Edition W models were made on
order by Mercedes. Due to the oil crisis , fuel efficiency was the major concern for the
engineers, yet they still added also the high-performance, limited-production SEL 6. This
8-cylinder model, affectionately referred to as simply "the 6. Every SEL 6. The W series
premiered in September , launching in March as a model and late as a model in the US and
Australia replacing the W line. The W line featured improved aerodynamics and enlarged
aluminum engine blocks. The W was manufactured from through with a mid-cycle update. Total
sales of the W S-Class sedans reached , units, with an additional 74, coupes sold. In December ,
the W introduced a driver side airbag , as patented by Mercedes-Benz in , as well as passenger
side airbags in , seat-belt pretensioners, and traction control. It was the first production car to
feature an airbag standard, and as late as there were only a few other manufacturers in Europe
who offered an airbag. The interior featured additional courtesy and reading lamps, along with
heated seats and a more advanced climate control system. A four-speed automatic
transmission was standard. A new cruise control system was offered as well. The W S-Class
received a mid-cycle update in that included both exterior modifications and engine upgrades.
The powerplants on the W S-Class included straight-6 and V8 engines. Most sales came from
the diesel model in Europe [ citation needed ] and straight-six models in the United States [
citation needed ] , although the V8 models were praised by contemporary journalists. In , the W
series replaced the W line with the first production model assembled in April of that year.
Production totalled , units. In , the W received a minor face lift featuring clear turn signal
indicator lenses on the front and rear as well as headlamps fitted with separate low- and
high-beam reflectors for the US market. Following the mid-year face lift, the W coupe and sedan
Saloon featured Electronic Stability Control. In July , the W was presented. The W S-Class was
restyled due to an update on previous models or new cars released compared to its W
predecessor. Unlike its predecessor, the W was not the first model to feature the company's
new design theme for the next generation of Mercedes-Benz. This honour was given to the W
A-Class when it launched in The new S-Class incorporated the new styling cues first introduced
on the Mk I A-Class the year before for example, the dashboard carried over the new styling
details first seen in the A-Class , with a renewed focus on elegance and style in a more rounded
shape compared to the preceding W Despite being smaller, the W S-Class offered more interior

space than the W Production of the W S-Class totaled , units, slightly more than the production
totals from the W The W was produced in a sedan version only. As with each new S-Class, the
W brought in innovations such as Airmatic air suspension and Active Ventilated Seats which
used miniature fans in the seats to move air through perforations. A navigation system with
center console-mounted screen display was introduced, along with the COMAND input control
system. Other options included keyless entry and ignition, a radar-controlled Distronic cruise
control system and a cylinder shut-off system called Active Cylinder Control. While Consumer
Reports classified the W model's reliability as "poor," its lowest rating, and declared it one of
the "least reliable luxury cars," [13] Edmunds gave the S-Class a 5 out of 5 reliability rating [14]
and MSN Autos assign an expert rating of 9. Build quality was generally considered to be good.
For instance, Forbes described the W S as "built remarkably well. In , Mercedes-Benz
introduced the world's first preemptive safety system on the W with its first iteration of
Pre-Safe. The W S-Class received an exterior refresh with updates to the front fascia. The grille
angle was adjusted to a slightly more upright position, and the xenon-discharge headlamps
were given a new transparent housing, replacing the earlier opaque versions. The front
bumper's lower air intakes were also restyled. The W was available with more engine options
than the W or W The range started with smaller 2. The S was powered by a 4. The S55 AMG was
outfitted with a supercharged 5. The S was outfitted with a 5. It featured a modified version of
the M V12 engine displacement went up from 5. At the time, it was considered the most powerful
naturally aspirated production sedan in the world, making bhp PS, kW at 5, RPM, and lb-ft of
torque Nm at RPM. Only 70 units were produced and sold in European and Asian markets. The
all-new W was introduced in the autumn of at the Frankfurt International Motor Show, with sales
starting in autumn of and export to other markets beginning in Again there was a big change in
design. The interior is completely new, all materials have been upgraded and make for a more
luxurious ride, and the center console transmission gear lever has been replaced with a
column-mounted shifter. New technological features on the W include an infrared Night View
Assist feature and the latest Mercedes-Benz pre-collision system. The W features sharper
exterior styling most notably wide fender arcs and technological improvements. The W is the
second consecutive generation of the S-Class to be solely produced in a sedan body style. In
the US for the model year, the S-Class received a facelift across the entire model line in mid
Daytime LED running lights were fitted to the outer edges of the bi-xenon lamp units. The rear
end was accented with a total of 52 distinctively arranged LEDs in the two taillights. Gone are
the body-colored strips through the tail lamps. Other noticeable changes at the front of the car
are a more pronounced arrow-shaped grille, plus a new front bumper with a light-catching
contour and a chrome strip below the cooling air intakes. New, sleeker rear-view door mirrors
with LED turn signals were also added. Exhaust tailpipes of all S-Class variants were visibly
integrated into the rear bumper. The wheels were updated to more modern-style ones. Also new
is a S Hybrid version. Safety also improved on most Mercedes Benz models, with the
orange-colored light reflectors mounted on the side of the bumpers. Also, before it was updated
it had a C-Class look at the front. Afterwards it disappeared. Also, some shiny chrome is added
to the bottom of the doors and bumper. The brakes continue to become more advanced with the
new Brake Assist Plus system monitoring for an impending collision and increasing braking if
needed, while the Distronic Plus radar guided cruise control can now bring the car to a
complete stop. This incident was later attributed to the radar system malfunctioning inside the
radar-reflective i. Upscale department store Saks Fifth Avenue offered 20 special-edition S
sedans for sale in its Christmas catalog. The Saks-edition S sedans were finished in a mocha
black exterior with an almond beige interior and were the first examples of the S to be sold to
private owners. The Ss came with nearly every option standard. The W S-Class was also the
recipient of several other motoring awards see following. Officially unveiled in May , the newest
S-Class has a more streamlined appearance than the outgoing model. Some interesting features
include a large front grille inspired by the F Concept car and LED lights used exclusively inside
and out â€” a first in the automotive industry. Two strong converging character lines give the
flanks a more sculpted look, while integrated exhaust tips and a large glass roof likely optional
highlight the design. Along with the sedan, the S-Class spawned a coupe Mercedes-Benz C and
convertible Mercedes-Benz A as well as an extended-wheelbase 'Pullman' variant, longer than
the long-wheelbase 'L. Unlike with previous generations, Mercedes focused primarily on the
development of the longer model as many customers in the fast-growing Asian markets prefer
to be chauffeured. Inside, almost every surface is covered by a 'luxury' material â€” everything
that looks like leather is genuine leather and metal is used rather than any plastic alternative.
The instrument cluster consists entirely of two widescreens A 'Head-Up' display and gesture
responsive touchpad became options in early It featured a new infotainment system. The W
debuts the available Magic Body Control , consisting of a windshield mounted stereo cameras

that can 'read' the road ahead Road Surface Scan and communicate with the Active Body
Control suspension to ready it for an uneven road surface. Available luxury appointments over
and above what was offered in the W include a choice of massage type for each seat occupant
the W offered various intensities of a single massage type and two levels of premium audio
from the luxury German brand, Burmester. It will also slow or come to a dead stop and
accelerate in response to traffic ahead. Such modifications are not available to the general
public. All S-Class models will come with a 7-speed automatic transmission. The W was
unveiled on 2 September An electric version called the EQS will be available from Historically,
the engineering of the S-Class was claimed [ by whom? However, following the formation of
DaimlerChrysler and the cessation of engineer-sanctioned overbudgeting in the late s, this
slogan was dropped. The subsequent W model S-Class were reported to suffer from relatively
lower reliability and quality rates to previous models. It suggested and executed overtaking
maneuvers. The car's abilities left a big impression on many observers, and is said to have
heavily influenced robot car research and funding decisions worldwide. A concept future
hybrid, the F research car , was also unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show. The concept also
featured bulletproof and puncture-resistant tires. Mercedes-Benz has traditionally introduced its
safety innovations in the S-Class. For instance, the S-Class was the first car in Europe to
incorporate airbags [ citation needed ]. S-Class safety features included innovations in active
safety accident avoidance , passive safety collision protection , and holistic safety integration of
both active and passive safety features. Active safety features include: ABS braking in [39] acts
to reduce braking distances and improve stopping control; co-developed with Bosch ; traction
control and Electronic Stability Program ESP in [39] improves driver control during difficult road
conditions ; and Brake Assist provides full braking power during emergency stops. In , a new
infrared night vision feature was introduced improves visibility during nighttime conditions.
Despite the popular misconception, the S-Class was not the first car fitted with ABS braking
technology, although some credit can be given for popularizing this now largely standard
feature ABS was initially an option on most models of the W S-Class. Active lane keeping
became standard in Passive safety features include: crumple zones in vehicle body structure
absorbs the force of impact ; collapsible steering column prevents the steering column from
protruding into the cabin during accidents , strengthened occupant cell enhanced occupant
protection during severe impacts rollovers ; pre-accident seatbelt tensioning tightens seatbelts
prior to impact , and sandwich platforms allows the engine to slide under the occupants in a
head-on collision. In the latest version of this pre-collision system, PRE-SAFE will prime the
brake assist system, lock the doors to prevent accidental opening during the accident, adjust
the seats, close the windows and sunroof, and tighten seatbelts during certain types of
collisions. Rear seat airbags are a world-first, and will be introduced on the W Features include
the capability to withstand small arms fire and certain explosive devices, a self-sealing fuel
tank, and an alarm system. The S-Guard is widely used at the diplomatic level to protect world
leaders. Ninety governments worldwide are known to use the S-Guard for transport of
government leaders and dignitaries. Founded by Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft in , the
Sindelfingen plant also produced the model "Grosser Mercedes" and past generations of the
S-Class. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Mercedes-Benz W
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luxury car F. Mercedes-Benz W Front engine , rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive.
Mercedes-Benz CL-Class. A marque of Daimler. V, X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck.
Musso Sports P W - W It is available as a standard panel van for cargo called Vito , or with
passenger accommodations substituted for part or all of the load area called V-Class or Viano.
The first generation went on sale in The second generation was introduced in , and the vehicle
received the new Viano name. In , the vehicle was facelifted with revised front and rear bumpers
and lights. The interior was also improved with upgraded materials and new technology. The
third generation was launched in and returned to being called V-Class. The Viano is available in
both rear- and four-wheel-drive configurations and comes in three lengths, two wheelbases and
a choice of four petrol and diesel engines as well as two specialist tuned models coupled to
either a six-speed manual or five-speed TouchShift automatic transmission. The first generation
Mercedes-Benz Vito was produced between and The range of gasoline engines consists of two
old units from Mercedes and and a Volkswagen 2. When it comes to diesel engines, old 2. This
body design was also sold as the V-Klasse in more luxurious and expensive version V-Klasse
was replaced with the Viano-name for the second generation of Vito. The Viano also included
less van like features to the Vito such as only two seats in the front and a larger and more
spacious seating capacity. At first many Vito drivers who wanted a spacious, small van opted
for the Vito microbus which was extremely similar to the Viano, apart from its more van like and
less luxurious features. The Viano was however a good, more car like option to the Vito
microbus. It was designed by Michael Mauer from to , when the final design was chosen and
patented in February Six or seven seats come as standard in most markets. The Viano can be
turned into an eight-seat people carrier by fitting two three-seater benches in the rear. All rear
seats slide in 1-inch 2. They can also be folded down or removed completely to increase the
load capacity. A rear folding table is standard in six- and seven-seat layouts. An adjustable
self-levelling rear suspension is included on higher specification models. Rear-wheel drive
allows the Viano to have a smaller turning circle than front-wheel drive rivals; Compact and
Long models have a turning circle of Japan passenger models were sold as the V-Class, as the
V In , Mercedes-Benz released the Valente model in Australia to sit beneath the Viano as the
entry-level passenger van. The Vito was launched in China in April Engine choices consisted of
the 2. A 6 speed manual gearbox is standard for four cylinder diesel variants while V6 diesel
variants are equipped to a 5 speed automatic gearbox. Trims levels are available known as the
2. Pricing ranges from , yuan to , yuan 46, to 55, USD - March exchange rate. The W Vito was
then succeeded by the W in although most Vitos of the W variant are still in use for the Chinese
market as of as ambulance vans in Beijing. The second generation Mercedes-Benz Vito design
that is more streamlined than its predecessor, powered by a new range of engines, and a
rear-wheel drive RWD drivetrain. The angle of the windshield and A-pillar is closer to horizontal
; the dashboard is bigger and the bonnet hood smaller. Blue-efficiency technology is optional.
The vehicles have a new 6-speed manual gearbox gear ratios designed for fuel economy. The
second generation Vitos are Euro 3 compliant additionally Euro 4 compliant as of November
and exempt from the Low Emission Zone in London, which requires commercial vehicles vans
to reach at least Euro 3 standard from October In August , a variant of the Vito was approved by
the Public Carriage Office for use as a licensed London ' black cab '. The new Taxi does not
perform the famous U-turn in the same way as the TX and Metro models [ clarification needed ] ,
instead it incorporates an electrically operated rear wheel system, activated by a button
adjacent to the steering wheel. This turns the rear wheels in the opposite direction to the front
wheels, thus allowing the Taxi to perform the same tight turning circle as the TX and Metro
models. It is longer and wider than the TX models, but traveling through tight spaces is aided by
the electric folding wing mirrors, which as of are standard. In some countries a camping

derivative is available - known as the Marco Polo - equipped with a galley including gas stove,
sink, 40 L fridge, and storage , multi-function wardrobe and a sliding bench seat in the rear
which can be turned into a large air-sprung bed. A pop-up roof is also standard electric assist is
optional providing standing height inside. An additional bed can be fitted in the pop-up roof
area to increase sleeping capacity to four individuals. Fresh water and waste water tanks are
accessible from outside the vehicle, while the gas-cylinder bay is hidden inside an interior
cupboard. An auxiliary battery is included under the front passenger seat. Up to six optional
individual seats can be fitted for maximum MPV flexibility, but only four seats including the
two-seater bench mentioned above can be used when in camping mode. The Marco Polo was
designed and created in partnership with Westfalia just like Volkswagen camper vans were until
It was then Daimler AG bought a controlling stake in the conversion company meaning
Volkswagen had to continue converting their commercial vehicles into camper vans alone. This
edition was only available in European markets from to with either a petrol or diesel V6 engine.
The interior had pebble or anthracite coloured 'Twin' leather seats and a choice of grey or
brown burr walnut wood accents. Two head-on airbags and on higher trim levels front side
airbags are fitted as standard, with front window airbags available as an option. If BAS is
activated, the hazard lights flash to warn following motorists that the Viano driver is
undertaking an emergency braking manoeuvre. Each seat is fitted with a three-point seatbelt
with belt tensioner and force limiter and an adjustable head restraint. EcoTest analysed the
emissions from the EU4-compliant 2. Next Green Car - an expert environmental organisation
that analyses official vehicle emissions data rated the Viano. These Green Ratings from 0
cleanest to dirtiest are listed below: [19]. The Mercedes-Benz Viano has received mixed to
positive reviews from the motoring press. The van-based design is seen as a blessing by some
critics and a failing by others. As of July reviews for the facelifted Viano are not available. Forty
per cent of the components and automotive parts of the Chinese model version are
manufactured by local companies. In normal operation the system transfers driving power in a
split between the front and rear axles. If one or more wheels loses traction on a slippery
surface, the system applies brief pulses of brake pressure to the spinning wheels thus
increasing torque to wheels with good grip. The facelifted version of the Vito began from
September , and features restyled front and rear lights, restyled front bumpers, and
more-efficient diesel engines adapted from the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter range. The Vito's
suspension, instrumentation, steering wheel, and overall quality of materials was also
improved. The Vito E-Cell is the first electric vehicle mass-produced in Spain. The first
manufactured units 91 already were presented on 7 February The goal is to produce units by the
end of the year. Most of them will be sold to foreign companies mainly in Germany; Berlin and
Stuttgart , though the Basque supermarket gamble Eroski has got four vans for distribution
duties. Last year, the government made a plan in order to encourage this kind of cars. This
project will also be supported by the Basque and German governments. Mercedes-Benz has
chosen its Spanish factory in Vitoria for fabricating exclusively this van, which will substitute
the current models Vito and Viano the commercial-transport and passenger-carrier versions,
respectively. Mercedes-Benz expected vehicles to be produced by the end of and a further 2, by
the end of The Vito E-Cell utilizes a front-wheel drive setup to save installation space for a kWh
lithium-ion battery pack housed underneath the van's cargo area. All customers are to be vetted
to ensure suitability and must return the van after four years to Mercedes. The Vito E-Cell is a
long van, with a distance of 3. With this aim of saving space, only the front-drive version is
offered, unlike in the previous model, so a long development was needed, although some
suspension components of the AWD all-wheel drive version were used. The car does not show
external changes with the other versions except for the decoration : the body has not been
modified, both the double side door and the helpful back 'gate' remain as before. The place for
the refueling has also been used for the recharging connection. The Vito E-Cell has got a
complete and modern equipment. Among the main novelties, this model has a special heater
connected to the high voltage network and to the basic heating system, in order to ensure
pleasant conditions even in the coldest months. In terms of safety, the new Mercedes keeps the
same level as the other Vito models. The vehicle has an internal combustion engine , so, if a
collision occurs, the batteries are protected by a shock element. The active safety also makes
that the high-technology voltage network turns off when the airbag control unit activates. This
van is driven by an electric battery. This battery is placed under the chassis where the petrol
tank and the prop-shaft are normally , while the engine, the transformer and the charger are
located in the engine's a block of four or six cylinders usual position, under the hood. The
battery consists of a Lithium ion battery pack split into 16 modules with cells in all, with high
energy density and a rated voltage of volts. Either way, it is supposed to be enough for a
workday in urban delivery. Their total charge time is six hours through a high voltage system or

volts ; with a domestic volt supply the total charge time is double, about 12 hours. Moreover,
Mercedes-Benz offers the vehicle in the form of 'renting', in which the manufacturer takes
charge of updating the batteries when necessary. All Viano and Vito engines conformed to Euro
5 emission standards. During a number of special editions were launched; including the Grand
Edition Viano launched at the Geneva Motor Show. Two special version for the Japanese
markets were launched the V White Edition 50 units and Black Edition units with additional
equipment, large alloy wheels and leather interior. At the time of its introduction it was the least
expensive starting price for a new Mercedes-Benz model in the United States according to Car
and Driver magazine. The V-Class was a long-wheelbase model initially, with compact and
extra-long variants due at a later date. The vehicle was unveiled in International Commercial
Vehicles show. Blue Efficiency package is available for Vito with OM engine and rear-wheel
drive, and standard for all Vito models with automatic transmission and a car registration. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Mercedes-Benz V-Class. A light commercial
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Publishing. Retrieved 10 July Archived from the original on 20 August Archived from the
original on 2 August Archived from the original on 21 February Archived from the original on 19
February Retrieved 8 June Categories : Mercedes-Benz buses Vans Minibuses Vehicles
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Cars powered by VR engines Mercedes-Benz trucks. Hidden categories: Webarchive template
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Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Light commercial vehicle M. FR Layout F4 Layout. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Mercedes-Benz Vito. V, X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle. Pickup
truck. Musso Sports P W - W AMG GT. Electric Crossover. Electric SUV. Electric Saloon. Electric
MPV. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class is a mid-size sport utility vehicle SUV with light off-road
capability, first offered in as a model, and built by the German automaker Mercedes-Benz. It
marked a shift at Mercedes-Benz in becoming a global player; while it had plants outside
Germany before, they merely built German models. In size, it is slotted below the GL-Class. For
a short time, between the years to , the M class was built by Magna Steyr in Graz , Austria , for
the European market, until it moved to part of the U. The M-Class was the first luxury SUV to
feature stability control , a system designed to detect loss of control and instantaneously
intervene with selective braking to bring the vehicle back on its intended course. This system is
now hailed by safety experts, and studies have shown stability control and systems like it are
capable of reducing single vehicle crashes by up to 30 percent. Furthermore, the M-Class
boasted front- and side-impact airbags with advanced occupant detection for the front
passenger seat, which, combined with Mercedes' legendary safety structure, earned the
M-Class the highest marks in insurance industry crash tests. This improved over the years,
especially after a mild facelift for However, owners are often unhappy with the car's quality â€”
for example, the car was placed last out of cars in the Top Gear Motoring Survey Before the
vehicle was launched, Mercedes-Benz allowed the producers to use two pre-production M-Class
SUVs in the film The Lost World: Jurassic Park , and used the vehicle's appearance in the film
as a way to advertise it when it was launched. The redesigned M-class chassis name W was
introduced to the public in April as a model after showing at the North American International
Auto Show in January. It is almost entirely new, with a more sporting, aerodynamic lookâ€”the
coefficient of drag is down to 0. Mercedes-Benz has also made the new M-class larger,
measuring mm longer than the first model. According to early automotive press reports, the

M-Class vehicles demonstrate vast improvements in build quality. The W platform used for the
new M-Class is shared with the new GL-Class and is a unibody type rather than the former W
body-on-frame used by the M-Class vehicles produced from New features in the M-Class
include the 7G-Tronic seven-speed automatic transmission , optional Active Curve-Illuminating
Bi-Xenon headlights which "steer" in the path of the vehicle, and an adjustable-height air
suspension. The manual transmission has been dropped. Models using Bluetec Diesel engine
with urea injection will be introduced for the model year. It features a 6. This face-lift includes
new front headlights, redesigned front and rear bumpers, new exterior mirrors, a deeper front
grille, restyled interior, and a new ML CDI engine choice. ML 63 AMG. From Mercedes Wiki.
Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View source
View history. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random page Help. This page was last
edited on 13 February , at Daimler AG. Mid-size SUV. Front engine , four-wheel drive. Service
Manual. Mid-size Luxury SUV. Mercedes-Benz W Tuscaloosa, Alabama , United States.
Mercedes-Benz GL-Class. Small family car. Compact executive. W Executive car. For a short
time, between and , the M-Class was also built by Magna Steyr in Graz , Austria, for the
European market, before all the production moved to the U. From late , the M-Class was also
assembled at new plants in India and Indonesia. Although grouped under the "M-Class" naming
banner since the first launch, BMW , who sells M models such as the M3 , objected to the car
being badged "M" with the three-digit engine level afterwards e. M This forced Mercedes-Benz
to defer to a double-tiered marketing strategy of "ML" badging e. ML under an M-Class umbrella.
Mercedes-Benz proposed a plan to replace the G-Class, which at the time had been in
production for 11 years. A joint agreement with Mitsubishi Motors to develop and produce a
sports-utility vehicle was made in early and was confirmed publicly that June. In May , these
plans were abandoned citing "technical problems" and Mercedes-Benz continued on with
in-house development from January By September , a location in the state of Alabama was
chosen and construction started in While plans were being made overseas, in Germany
development continued. Design work took place from late to A design from Mercedes'
Sindelfingen studio was chosen in and approved by the executive board in February The design
patents were filed in Germany on 13 July , and in the U. Prototype testing started with test
mules and crash tests using mock-ups in May First functional prototype's crash test took place
in February , with full testing run from March to December in various climates and regions of the
world. Pilot production began in May In July , construction on the Mercedes-Benz U.
International plant in Vance , Alabama concluded, with the very first production M-Class rolling
off the assembly line the week of 9 February Mercedes-Benz launched the first generation W
series M-Class on 19 February , in the United States for the model year, with sales beginning
that September. It is a mid-sized body-on-frame SUV with seating for five, or seven with an
optional third-row seat. The M-Class was the first luxury SUV to feature electronic stability
control , a system designed to detect loss of control and instantaneously intervene with
selective braking to bring the vehicle back on its intended course. Furthermore, the M-Class
boasted front- and side-impact airbags with advanced occupant detection for the front
passenger seat, which helped earn the W the highest marks in insurance industry crash tests.
The Mercedes-Benz M-Class W was available with permanent 4Matic four-wheel drive, which
routed torque to all four wheels through all open front, center, and rear differentials. Four-wheel,
electronic traction system was said to perform excellent for snow and heavy off-road use. The
ML was sold internationally, with the "" suffix alluding to the 3. An entry-level, manual
transmission-only ML , fitted with a 2. This unit was made available in Australia in and
continued on in the W until being replaced upon the release of the W M-Class in Later, in , the
more powerful ML became available with the newly introduced Mercedes-Benz 4. As a result, a
Mercedes-Benz advertisement appears before the film on original VHS copies of the film. Jeff
Goldblum , the star of the film, received a complimentary ML from Mercedes-Benz as a result of
the tie-in. Three versions were used in the movie, of which 2 copies of each were built. It also
received the World Car Award in March , voted by an international jury of automotive journalists
in Geneva. Quality improved over the years, especially after the facelift in for the model year.
Mercedes-Benz revised and updated the W in for the model year. Styling updates involved the
fitment of new head- and tail-lamp lenses, front and rear bumpers, new alloy wheels on most
variants, the relocation of the side turn signals from the fenders to the side-view mirrors, and
various interior trim changes. At the same time, the ML was replaced by the 5. The following
year, in , Mercedes-Benz launched the ML fitted with a 3. The ML replaced the ML in some
markets, but supplemented it in others. The W was available as a seven-seat version, with two
seats in a third row. Access was problematic and the seats were not suitable for large adults so
the seven seater ML-Class was discontinued after the model year and replaced by the larger
GL-Class. In , development on a successor to the W began under the codename "W" and

spanned a period of 6 years. First design drafts have appeared in with the first production
models in scale , and in , three full-sized versions have been prepared. Prototype testing was
conducted throughout and , concluding in early It was almost entirely new, with a more
sporting, aerodynamic lookâ€”the coefficient of drag went down to 0. According to early
automotive press reports, the M-Class vehicles demonstrated vast improvements in quality. The
W platform used for the new M-Class is shared with the new GL-Class and is a unibody type
rather than the former W body-on-frame used by the M-Class vehicles produced from â€” New
features in the M-Class include the 7G-Tronic seven-speed automatic transmission , optional
Active Curve-Illuminating Bi-Xenon headlights which "steer" in the path of the vehicle, and an
adjustable-height air suspension. The manual transmission has been dropped. Permanent
4Matic four-wheel drive remained, with one-speed transfer case no low range , center
limited-slip differential and four-wheel electronic traction system 4-ETS. In most countries
except the U. It features a 6. By , design work on updates to the W were finalized and patented
domestically in Germany on 23 November This facelift includes new front headlights,
redesigned front and rear bumpers, new exterior mirrors, new rim choices, a larger front grille,
restyled interior, and a new ML CDI engine choice. Models using Bluetec Diesel engine with
urea injection were introduced in for the model year. The vehicle had cosmetic changes,
including specially-manufactured inch 10 spoke wheels, black leather with white stitching, and
smokers package with Grand Edition modeling. The interior had changes, including deletion of
the heated steering wheel and the replacement with an AMG steering wheel. In , development
began on the next-generation M-Class and spanned over a period of 5 years, a shorter duration
than its predecessor. In , the final design by Emiel Burki was approved and patented
domestically on 16 December U. The newly redesigned M-Class chassis name W was
introduced in pre-production form 10 June as a model. The first customer-designated W rolled
off the Vance production line on 20 July. An increase in rear seat legroom has been
implemented, alongside adjustable rear back-rests. It was to be launched in September The W
was one of the last vestiges of the joint venture between Daimler and Chrysler while they were a
consolidated company. The underlying platform work was largely completed in , as the two
companies were separated. Because of the separation however, the cars are extremely different
in terms of interior and body design as well as engine choices. Aside from engines, the three
SUVs share many powertrain components, including some transmissions. The package adds a
two-speed dual range Magna Powertrain transfer case with center differential lock, reduction
gearing, underbody skid plates , and a 6-mode selectable terrain driving program system. The
rear differential lock has been discontinued. Open front and rear differentials are fitted, and use
four-wheel electronic traction system 4-ETS to simulate front and rear differential locks. The
Mercedes M-Class won first place in the "Luxury Crossover SUV" category and has been named
the most ideal vehicle for Americans based on a study undertaken by California-based
automotive research and consulting firm AutoPacific. The previous Popemobile was based on
the M-Class and was delivered in December At launch, the GLE will be sold with two engine
options. The GLE will have a 48V electric system with an integrated starter motor. The system
powers the air-conditioner, in-car electronics and the electronically driven turbocharger. For the
first time, the GLE also adds a seven-seat option. It has a 3. The LWB has a wheelbase that is 8
centimetres longer than that of the standard version. However, unlike those vehicles, the LWB
is still designed as a default 2-row SUV, with most 69mm of the additional length being put into
use in the second row. As such, the LWB's primary market is moreso executives than families,
and a close competitor is the Range Rover. Available powertrains include a 2. From Wikipedia,
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In certain markets, it has been sold under the Puch name as Puch G. The G-Wagen is
characterised by its boxy styling and body-on-frame construction. It uses three fully locking
differentials , one of the few vehicles to have such a feature. Despite the introduction of an
intended replacement, the unibody SUV Mercedes-Benz GL-Class in , the G-Class is still in
production and is one of the longest-produced vehicles in Daimler's history, with a span of 41
years. Only the Unimog surpasses it. The success and longevity of G-Class has reached
another milestone: ,th unit was built on 4 December The ,th unit was built three years ago in The
G-class was developed as a military vehicle from a suggestion by the Shah of Iran at the time a
significant Mercedes shareholder to Mercedes [6] and offered as a civilian version in In this role
it is sometimes referred to as the "Wolf". The Peugeot P4 was a variant made under licence in
France with a Peugeot engine. Mercedes-Benz engineers in Stuttgart were in charge of design
and testing, while the team in Graz developed the production plans. The first wooden model was
presented to Daimler-Benz management in , with the first drivable prototype beginning various
testing including German coalfields, the Sahara Desert, and the Arctic Circle in Construction
commenced on a new production facility in Graz, where the new cross-country vehicle would be
assembled nearly entirely by hand in , with production of the "G Model" beginning in Graz in In ,
the Vatican took delivery of a specially made G-Wagen outfitted with a clear thermoplastic top
which served as the Popemobile. The first major refinements were introduced in , including an
automatic transmission, air conditioning, an auxiliary fuel tank, protective headlamp grilles and
a cable winch. Fuel injection became available in , when the GE was introduced in Turin, [7]
along with more comfortable and supportive front seats, auxiliary heating, wider tires and
fender flares. For , differential locks, central door locking and a tachometer became standard
and by over 50, G Models had been produced. The G-Wagen was facelifted in Production began
the following April. For , a new sub-series for professional users began production. The civilian
model began to offer cruise control, a stainless-steel spare-tire cover, running boards and Burl
Walnut wood interior trim. The same year, the ,th G Model was built in Graz. In , the model line
was officially renamed the G-Class. Ventilated front disc brakes and a driver's air bag became
standard. In the automatic transmission became an electronically controlled 5-speed unit.
Headlamp washers, cruise control and a front passenger's air bag were added. For a limited run
of V 8 powered "G Classic" special editions marked the model's 20th anniversary. A
multifunction steering wheel was added to all models. The U. New alloy wheels, a chrome grille
and body-colour bumpers plus a more luxurious cabin were introduced. W was introduced at a
press event held at the off-road proving ground in Toulon , France. W went on sale in
September with three engine choices and five body variants. Over the decade, the engine and
transmission choices were expanded or updated along with more and more optional extra cost
creature comforts air conditioning, automatic transmission, power windows, etc.
Mercedes-Benz never exported G-Wagen officially to the United States because it was
considered more of utilitian vehicle and didn't fit the American perception of what
Mercedes-Benz was. During the s, the grey import specialists brought W to the United States
and modified them to meet the US regulations. In , the new federal law, Motor Vehicle Safety
Compliance Act, closed the loopholes and tightened up the regulations for grey imports,
making it more difficult and more expensive for the registered importers to federalise W in a
very small number. Despite the availability of turbocharged diesel engine in other
Mercedes-Benz vehicles, it was never fitted to G-Wagen W The rarest W variants were GE 2.
Brabus increased the engine displacement of 2. AMG modified the 2. No further production
information about price and number of units built were established. Only two units of GE were
built in as part of feasibility study that resulted in a limited series of W GE for â€” and W G from
on. The engine options were 2. The W was assembled in France under licence by Peugeot for
the French Army with Peugeot engine and transmission from the and respectively as well as its
own seats and wiring system. The front differential gear lock was omitted because Peugeot

used its own axles. They are easily identified by rectangle headlamps. The reason for different
branding was due to Puch's reputation for its all-terrain vehicles, Haflinger and Pinzgauer. Since
the agreement expired in , the consumers could order the retrofit kit from Magna's Puch
Competence Centre to replace the Mercedes-Benz brands with Puch emblems. After the new W
was introduced in with extensively updated chassis and revised front end, the production of W
ended in and was replaced by W The W is essentially the chassis of W with powertrain of W and
retains the W body. While W is catered to the consumers who seek more creature comfort and
better driving dynamics, W is built specifically for military, public authorities, and
non-governmental organisations. That included the voltage electrical system for W The W for
military, public authorities, and non-governmental organisations is too extensive and
wide-ranging to list here. During the s, W was offered with 2. From to , the W model for military
and public authorities were offered with 2. Over the years, Mercedes-Benz had introduced the
civilian version of W, built in limited series and for limited period of time. They targeted
primarily the consumers who wanted the "stripped down" version and did not need the creature
comfort. The engine choice was often limited to one type, namely diesel engine, per series.
Those editions were named as PUR or Professional. The dashboard received new instrument
cluster from W and dual air bags. The climate control remained manually operated so were the
window winders and locks. Initially, G CDI Professional was limited to five-door long wheelbase
station wagon before the body variants were expanded to five different body variations:
three-door long wheelbase panel van Kastenwagen in German , five-door long wheelbase
station wagon, two-door cabriolet, and two-door and four-door cab chassis truck
Pritschenwagen in German for G CDI Professional. However, the military variant continues to
this day. For , W was extensively revised, and a new chassis number, W, was assigned. Thus,
no three-door panel vans in short and long wheelbase lengths as well as barn doors in the rear
were offered for W those features are exclusive to W The W continued in production as military
and utilitarian vehicles for the government agencies and non-government organisations. The
exterior was revised as to smoothen out the front end. The fender flares and front end cooling
grille and headlamp bezels are painted in body colour. The headlamps have square and slightly
recessed bezels. The cooling grille is narrower as to give space for front numberplate attached
to the top of bumper. The front bumpers are form-fitted and have integrated fog lamps while the
rear bumpers have the integrated red rear fog lamp and white reverse lamp. The fuel filler is now
covered by panel. The side running boards are made a standard fitment. The external rear view
mirrors have new housing that pivots on anchors attached to the front doors. New revised
taillamps without white reverse lamps were fitted in the rear. The interior was significantly
updated with wood trim and leather upholstery for the first time. The centre console is
smoothened out and better integrated with dashboard. The lower part of dashboard is covered
in rubber pads for better knee protection in an event of the frontal collision. The electric
differential lock switches are placed prominently in the middle of dashboard with other electric
switches. The instrument cluster has smoother and more curving housing that meets the
dashboard fluidly. The gauges are integrated into one panel rather than a few separate gauges
attached to the instrument cluster. Climate control panel was revised to include the temperature
and fan speed dials. The door panels are fully trimmed with ruffled leather paneling and soft
paddings. The seats are more plush and have several defined cushions along with lumbar
support. The new features included ABS and full-time four-wheel-drive with electrically locking
differentials. When the new G was introduced in , Europa International sought and received the
"small-volume manufacturer status", allowing the company to be exclusive importer and
distributor of G in the United States. The sales success of G was attributed to Europa
International's clever marketing toward high-end luxury clientele and led Mercedes-Benz to the
decision of purchasing the distribution rights and including G-Class in its official US model
ranges. The first generation W had the widest range of engines ever fitted to Mercedes-Benz
vehicles during its entire year model run: from four to twelve cylinders; and from naturally
aspiration to supercharger, turbo, and twin turbo. Toward the end of first-generation model run,
W had the highest number of paint colour options at 22, including the bright and intense
colours as part of Crazy Color Edition. It was produced in a limited number from to and in
5-door long wheelbase station wagon only. The V8 engine wasn't reintroduced until when G
entered into a regular production. The exterior had an exclusive Allanite Grey Magno metallic
paint finish and brushed aluminium trim stripes with "Grand Edition" lettering. The interior had
matte-silk wood trim on dashboard and centre console, designo exclusive leather upholstery,
and an door sills with illuminated "Grand Edition" lettering. It is an armoured version of long
wheelbase G five-door station wagon with bullet resistance level FB6 or FB7. The interior has
designo leather in the colour "chablis" and designo trim in anthracite poplar wood. The vehicle
was unveiled in Dubai International Motor Show. The BA3 Final Edition was launched in to mark

the final production run of three-door short wheelbase station wagon. This farewell special is
distinguished by body-coloured AMG flared wheel arches with 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels,
carbon optics stripes, an AMG radiator grille, inch alloys, and extra chrome trims inside and
outside, black leather interior offset by walnut burr veneers and ambient lighting. At the same
time, Mercedes-Benz offered the "Edition Select" special model for the five-door model, G
Externally, the chrome trims and wheels were done in black paint finish, and two stickers
affixed to the side panels in the rear. The interior was done in black leather trim with roof liner
done in light grey Alcantara. Two choices of interior colours were offered: porcelain white 60
units and classic red 40 units. The dashboard and centre console were trimmed with designo
piano lacquer black wood. The roof liner was Alcantara in anthracite colour. To commemorate
the production end of two-door cabriolet, Mercedes-Benz introduced the "Final Edition " with G
being only model variation. All of units had been sold out prior to its premiere at Frankfurt Auto
Show. Externally, the soft top and tonneau cover are in beige colour; radiator grille in chrome;
5-spoke light-alloy wheels in titanium grey; and "Final Edition " badge on B-pillar. The interior
received the designo leather seats and door panels in ecru colour with black trim, satin-finished
light brown poplar wood trim, and AMG performance steering wheel. The rear end of G
Landaulet was built from the rear part of W cabriolet with folding fabric roof covering the rear
half of body behind the B-pillar. The rear passenger doors with no wheel-opening cut-out were
from the G 55 with extended wheelbase The light alloy wheels and extendable side running
boards are chrome plated. Like the original Maybach 62 Landaulet, a division wall is installed
behind the driver and front passenger. The second row seats are moved further back from the
rear passenger doors and are same rear seats in from Mercedes-Maybach S-Class. A second set
of control panel and centre console is installed behind the division wall toward the rear. The
dashboard above the second set is one set of two front passenger's dashboard with glove box
and hold two large LED monitors. The M The increased output did not make GE 6. G 55 AMG
became the favourite of celebrities and wealthy people. The supercharged 5. AMG made some
more changes to the exterior as to give G 63 AMG more "brawl" appearance: single horizontal
fin with twin chrome edges in the middle of radiator grille with more prominent three-point star
ornament in the middle; new light-alloy wheel design; three enlarged airflow inlets on both sides
and in middle of front bumper; vertical chrome stripes cover the small bumper guards; exterior
rear-view mirrors are same as in GL-Class and ML-Class. The mechanical upgrade was AMG
sports exhaust system with high-gloss chrome inserts, larger AMG high performance brakes
with six-piston fixed calipers for front brakes from ML 63 AMG, and revised suspension and
damper settings for more dynamic handling characteristics. To mark the thirtieth anniversary of
G-Wagen production, Mercedes-Benz introduced the new stretched version with six-wheel-drive
system and portal axles. It included a diesel engine, 1. EADS provided the communication
technology: vehicle data recorder system, integrated communication system for UHF or VHF
bands, integrated mobile command, control and information system, and jamming system. The
vehicle was unveiled at the LA Auto Show. The concept vehicle was hydrogen-powered with
fuel cells generating the electricity to the electric motors inside the wheel hubs. The roof rack
contained the water tanks with hydrogen converter, and the body included the three-panel
greenhouse, inch wheels, side skirts illuminating the charge and operation status of energy
packs. W was positioned as a luxury passenger vehicle in mind as to compete with Range
Rover. The G-Class has appeared in numerous films, television series, and music videos ever
since. However, shock absorbers on six of the vehicles 5 civilian G and 1 military models were
broken during their trip in the corrugations of Canning Stock Route in day 7. The parts would be
delivered by the sole surviving vehicle, a G-Professional. However, the unexpected order placed
by the U. This Grand Edition also led to the rumours of production end for W in A few factors
contributed to the rumors: the increasing difficulties in meeting the newer and stricter safety
and emission regulations, especially the new EU regulations on pedestrian protection;
Mercedes-Benz had introduced new GL-Class as an intended successor; and military contracts
fulfilled. An outcry among enthusiasts who admired the G-Class for its tremendous off-road
potential along with its reputation and cachet, showed that a market still existed for such a
vehicle. On 11 November , Dr. At Paris Motor Show in September , Mercedes-Benz reiterated
that the G-Class will continue to be manufactured through due to the strong worldwide demand
by both civilian and military buyers. In late the production end of first generation W was
announced with the heavily reengineered and updated successor to be introduced in for model
year. The update was minor with model designation revised to reflect the new nomenculate
system and with enlarged six-cylinder inline petrol engine for G , replacing G The steering wheel
received the driver's side airbag. The W received its mechanical update in The update included
the new power-assisted folding mechanism for its convertible. The engine range was revised
with six-cylinder engines shifting from inline to V-form for both petrol and diesel versions. G

was reintroduced with a new V8 petrol engine. W received the dual airbags for driver and front
passenger. The external rear-view mirrors were revised with integrated the side turn signal
repeaters and power-assisted mirror control, eliminating the separate turn signal indicators
attached to the body. The front and rear turn signal indicators received the clear lens. The
newly-revised headlamps for both American and international markets had the clear glass lens.
The interior was updated with more creature comforts and better control switches. The G was
renamed as G for the US and certain markets. The minor update revised the engine range with
new 3. G with petrol engine was dropped, marking the suspension of six-cylinder petrol engine
until G 55 AMG Kompressor remained as five-door station wagon while G CDI and G were
offered in three body styles: two-door cabriolet and station wagons with three-door short and
five-door long wheelbases. Mercedes-Benz showcased the heavily revised model at the Paris
Motor Show in September with more emphasis on updated interior, engine range, and new
safety equipments. For , G-Class received its first high-intensity discharge headlamps ,
reversing camera, and tire pressure monitoring system the latter two are federally mandated
safety equipments for the United States. G can be fitted with the sports side exhaust pipes from
G 55 AMG for extra cost. The interior received the new instrument cluster with four
chrome-trimmed round gauges from C-Class and the new four-spoke multi-function steering
wheel with options of full leather cover or combination of leather and wood cover. The centre
console was updated with new control switches for vehicle's functions and climate control
panel along with new COMAND APS infotainment and navigation system. In conjunction with
reversing camera, COMAND APS displays the rear view and graph representation of distance
and width, assisting the drivers during the reversing course. The update included the new
radiator grille with three thicker horizontal fins, replacing the previous seven, thinner fins. The
front seats with heated and climatised system were offered. For the 30th anniversary of
production, Mercedes-Benz offered two special anniversary editions. After its last major update
in , the interior received the completely redesigned instrument panel and centre console
adapted from ML-Class. The AMG version received the new front bumper with three large air
intakes. The 5. For the model year, the outgoing M 5. Notes: m and a denote "manual" and
"automatic" transmissions where applicable. In contrast to its predecessor, the new G-Class
has grown millimetres in width and 53 millimetres in length. The ground clearance is increased
by 6 millimetres. The increased length, especially in the front end, is due to the new EU
pedestrian impact safety regulations: the previous generation did not have enough open space
between the car's front end and the rigid components beneath for the crumple zone as to
mitigate the injury to the pedestrian's body. The major change with steering system was
switching from recirculating ball to variable-ratio rack-and-pinion with adaptive electric power
assist. The new steering system allows numerous safety and convenience equipments such as
active lane-keeping assist, Pre-Safe collision avoidance systems, and self-parking capability.
The rack-and-pinion steering system does not work with solid front suspension so the change
was made to use the independent front suspension. The extensive, ground-up redesign allowed
the engineers to incorporate more lightweight materials such as high-strength and
ultra-high-strength steels and aluminiums. In addition, the redesign led to the improved
manufacturing process that increased the structural rigidity. The gap between doors and body
shell is much narrower than the previous generation. Despite the increased dimensions, the
weight has been reduced by about kilograms. The second generation W differs very little
visually from the first generation, and the chassis code, W, is still retained rather than W as
some media outlets erroneously reported. Only three parts from the previous generation was
carried over to the new generation: the headlamp washers, the push-button door handles and
the giant spare wheel cover bolted to the rear tailgate. The redesign also allowed many newer
safety and collision avoidance equipments from W S-Class to be fitted to the G-Class for the
first time. In addition, the updated interior has new instrument cluster and infotainment system
from other Mercedes-Benz models A-Class W and E-Class W , air vents, steering
column-mounted gear selector, multimedia system and control panel on the tunnel console,
higher level of luxury trimming, colour ambient lighting, and so forth. One design element still
carried over to the new generation is front passenger's grab bar on the dashboard. The G-Class
for the US market has widest range of exterior colour palette, totalling 24 colours, even for
Mercedes-Benz passenger vehicles. In September , G was introduced for the Chinese market as
to circumvent the heavy taxation on larger engine displacement. Similar to Mercedes-Benz
designo programme, the buyers can specify different colour and material options. For exterior,
the buyers can choose from 26 exclusive G manufaktur paint colours, and the Black Accents
covers the fender flares, roof, front and rear bumpers, external rear-view mirrors, rub stripes,
spare wheel cover ring, wheels, side exhaust pipe tips, etc in gloss black paint. For interior, 64
different colour seat combinations and three patterns can be specified. The dashboard and

steering wheel cover can be ordered with two-toned colour combination. On the passenger grab
bar, G-manufaktur brand is etched on the stainless steel trim. For G d and G , the edition is
fitted with AMG Line exterior package, black inch AMG wheels, and stainless steel trim for
running boards, spare wheel cover, and door sills. The driver's assistance package, LED
headlamps, Burmester surround stereo system, and sunroof are added as standard equipment.
The G 63 has a dark chrome grille and the matte chrome covering running boards, exhaust
outlets, mirror caps, portions of the front and rear bumper, skid plate, and sections of the spare
wheel cover. The inch matte black AMG wheels are fitted to G Three interior designs can be
chosen: black Nappa leather with gold stitching and open-pore black ash wood trim; a mix of
Macchiato Beige and Yacht Blue leather with light brown sen wood trim; and Macchiato Beige
and Lounge Red with piano black lacquer. The Nappa leather trim covers roof grab handles and
instrument cluster cover. The two-tone black and Titanium Grey Pearl Nappa leather with
carbon fiber trim is exclusive to G 63 model,. The package adds softer settings for the adaptive
dampers as to enhance the off-road driving and manoeuvrability. The inch wheels with five sets
of twin spokes and all-terrain tires are part of the package. A black skid plate and mud flaps
behind the rear wheels are fitted to the body. The Mercedes-Benz G was officially launched in as
the G , and achieved sales that year. The largest markets for G 55s were California, United
States in black and silver colour mostly , and the United Arab Emirates with Dubai in white
colour mostly. It was not available from Mercedes-Benz in the United States until , although this
was preceded by a grey-market where even basic models commanded six-figure prices in the s.
It was launched in as the Mercedes-Benz G with a V-8 petrol engine and achieved 3, sales that
year. However, in the s, sales began to increase again surpassing the 3, mark in and in , it sold
more than during its launch year; with 3, sold that year. US sales figures [81]. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Sport utility vehicle. Motor vehicle. SUV : â€”present Pickup truck : â€”
69 made. Mid-size [3] luxury SUV Heavy duty luxury pickup truck. Main article: Peugeot P4.
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